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! THE MOST SENSATIONAL RACE SCENE EVER
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cal Issues now Ini < 
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perhaps not by twi 
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average of 84 per cei 
electors voted.
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This increase In t 
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Unionist side. In 
seats won gave at 
of 12,845 to the Ui 
■light decrease to 
the provinces Inch 
vote 46,942, and. the
toll.

This Increase Is a 
satisfaction to the 
showing the rapid 

k. .tariff reform, 
w The editorials In 

oapers take up an 
Me enthusiasm on l 
Saturday's results, 
n'n*,’’ which shoul 
adherents to the r< 
r6tiewed energy.

The Rev. C. 8ylv 
«on to parliament 
nshes a record. Un 
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Parliament, but a t 
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There have _.d 
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: | piaCes of the Holy Land as they were j mosaic pavement of a church about 12 

then identified. One of these sues, u-tres long 
called Beth Zakar (the house of Zaeh- stones in situ show
arias) is pictorially represented in th» [ structure, as required by the map, and 
mosaic as a domed church directly ; which is in contrast to its representa- 
south of Jerusalem. This suggested to ! lions of many other structures, which j
a native that the genuine birthplace of liai t- gable roofs. Part only of this
John the Baptist was not at Ain Kar- mosaic has so far been uncovered, but
em west of Jerusalem, as tradition has this part has an inscription bearing
it ’but that it must be in the neigh- the names of Zachanas and John. The
bôrhood indicated by the Aladaba map. location is to the right of the road
Search and enquiry resulted in finding, from Jerusalem to Hebron, 20 (mo
rn the precise place shown by the map, netres from the former and 16 from ,
a site called to this day Herbal Beit the latter, and is just where the road .
Shakkar (the ruins of Beit Shakkar), lescends to Ain Harrub whose waters 
the Hebrew Beth being replaced by Pontius Pilate brought into Jerusalem,
the Arabic Beft (house), and Zakar This discovery is likely to arouse çon-
(Zacharia) having become Shakkar. siderable Interest among archeolog-
Excavations have Just disclosed the ists.-Illustrated London News.
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fFINE STREET IN FINE WESTERN TOWN. is DOLL PARTY ON MILD WINTER'S DAY.A west-end avenue in, Portage la Prairie, one of the prettiest towns in Manitoba. s™ •oout on presents from Santa i Clans, whoPretty little east-enders, with their new 

brave enough to dare the cold sufficiently long to have tljeir “picture>r icertainly wasn’t wearing quality. you
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to dress her mistress according to her 

1 ideas of how a gentlewoman ought to 
Miss Armstrong's next stage 

| frock " was cut by a modiste, but 
I "Mammy" made it. and set every 
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The House of Zacharlah.
An interesting and perhaps success

ful attempt has recently been made 
to locate the home of Zacharies and 
Elizabeth, and so the birthplace of 
John the Baptist, working from data 
supplied by the 
map discovered about eight years ago 
at Madaba, on the uplands east of 
the Dead Sea in Palestine. This now 
well-known map, which dates frojn the 
fourth or fifth century, gives the names 
and locations of many of the sacred
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r»*mMrkab1e mesaic DISCOVERIES OF GOLD BEARING DYKE. PORCUPINE
DISTRICT.

strongly 
. „ result of J< 

Crusade for protêt 
2tPMed the city , 
Jonties, nearly

In Manchester tl
.'..their votes, foi 
•till have five of tl

I Alex. Gillies on right and Ben Hollinger on left.
first indications of gold in the already famous Porcupine field.

discov edI hese men—From The Graphic.from “His Last Dollar, theDavid Higgins and Clare Armstrong in a scene
famous racing play 8t the Grand this week. “THE LITTLE NUN."
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